
What is a Grid?

A grid is a series of horizontal and vertical guides used by 

a designer to help organize and place information within a 

designated space. These guides act as the underlying structure 

behind the design.



Anatomy of a grid

Columns are the vertical containers that create 
divisions in the live area to hold content.

Modules are the individual units of space separated 
by standard intervals, that when repeated across 
the page create row or columns.

Gutter width

Margins are the white space between the edges  
of the page and the content on the page.

Flowlines are the standard alignments that help  
to guide the viewer across the page.

Spatial zone are distinct areas formed by 
combining groups of modules.

Header/Footer:  These may include the title, 
chapter, section, author, folio (folio = page number)



Manuscript Grid is the simplest 
kind of grid structure

The base structure is a large rectangular area that takes up most 

of the page. Its job is to accommodate extensive continuous text, 

like a book or long essay, and it developed from the tradition of 

written manuscript that eventually lead to book printing.





























Column Grid

Information that is discontinuous benefits from being organized 

into an arrangement of vertical columns. Because the columns 

can be dependent on each other for running text, independent 

for small blocks of text, or crossed over to make wider columns, 

the column grid is very flexible and can be used to separate 

different kinds of information. Columns can vary in width — 

even within one grid — in order to accommodate information.



















Modular Grid

Extremely complex projects require a degree of control beyond 

what a column grid will provide, and in this situation, a modular 

grid may be the most useful choice. A modular grid is essentially 

a column grid with a large number of horizontal flowlines that 

subdivide the columns into rows, creating a matrix of cells called 

modules. Each module defines a small chunk of informational 

space. Grouped together, these modules define areas called 

spatial zones to which specific roles may be assigned.











Compound Grid

Compound grids are formed by integrating multiple grid systems 

into one organized, systematic armature. This grid system keeps 

aspects of the system cohesive — such as margins, placement of 

flow lines, and subordinate elements, for example — but allows 

for overlap and variety within the graphic design.





One grid was used for the text and another grid was used for the images.





Hierarchical Grid

Sometimes called an Intuitive Grid. When the specific needs 

of a project are not conducive to regular structuring or 

repeated intervals separating information areas, a hierarchical 

grid structure can be a good solution. This grid creates specific 

alignments within the material as a method of developing a 

hierarchy of information. They rely on intuitive placement of grid 

lines based on content.

Alignments are customized to the various proportions of the 

elements, rather than on regular repeated intervals. Column 

widths, as well as the intervals between them, tend to vary. 

Developing a hierarchical or intuitive grid begins by studying 

the various elements’ optical interaction in different positions 

spontaneously, and then by determining a rationalized structure 

that will coordinate them.

















Alternative Grids

Sometimes the visual and informational needs of a project 

require a uniquely structured grid. These grids systems are 

good for creating a strong visual impact and rely on the content 

to help organize the structure. Some styles of alternative 

grids include axial, random, radial, bilateral, dilatational or a 

combination of these structures.














